Welcome to Aquifer

Aquifer’s virtual patient cases are designed to:

✓ build clinical decision-making skills
✓ provide deep, realistic patient scenarios
Aquifer cases give you:

A walk through the process of a complete patient encounter

- History
- Physical Exam
- Differential Diagnosis
- Diagnosis & Treatment
- Management
Aquifer cases give you:

✔️ A safe space to practice clinical decision-making skills

✔️ Access to patients and bread and butter conditions you don’t want to miss

✔️ Complete coverage of national medical student curricula
Make the Most of Aquifer’s Content

Find Cases with the Searchable Patient Library
Find cases to fill in for conditions you didn’t get to see, or cases you want to review.

Build Your Own To Do List
Add cases of your choosing to an embedded to do list to review at your own pace along with your assigned cases.

Shine in Clinic, in Your Coursework and On Your Exams
Our realistic rich, deep cases will provide you all the background you need to stand out on rounds and succeed in your courses and exams.
Tips for Using Aquifer Cases

- **Plan enough time for a thorough review.**
  Cases are deep and can take **15 - 45 minutes to complete**. Plan ahead using the recommended time listed for each case as a guide.

- **Don’t miss the Case Summaries at the end of each case.**
  Perfect to save or print as a study guide.

- **Discussing cases makes connections.**
  Plan to discuss cases with a friend or study group to maximize your learning—if you aren’t already covering them in class.
Progress Testing Helps Identify Knowledge Gaps. If your program assigns Aquifer Calibrate progress tests for Family Medicine, Internal Medicine, Pediatrics or Radiology, you'll have a leg up to identify your knowledge gaps.

Track Your Progress
Up to 2 assessments per course can be assigned, so you can track your progress and adjust your learning plan over time.

Inform Efficient Study Plans
Scan your Calibrate reports for gaps and trends to focus your time on the cases that matter most for you.

Generate Productive Conversations with Faculty
Share your results with a coach or faculty member to inform meaningful feedback on your progress.
Student Story Videos

1 minute stories from your fellow students about how Aquifer helps: aquifer.org/students

Mobile Access—Anytime, Anywhere

Download the Aquifer Clinical Learning app to complete cases anytime, anywhere—including working offline.

[App Store] [Google Play]